
Finding Purpose in Forex Trading
Before

Forex Trading as a
Passive Income Stream

Phil Kimpton, a military veteran turned IT professional, was on a journey to create 
additional income streams after leaving the military in 2015. After finding interest in 
Forex he was soon frustrated with untrustworthy characters in the trading world, so 

Phil decided to build a trustworthy community through Automation Trading 
Mastery. He aimed to provide a genuine platform for individuals seeking financial 

independence through Forex trading.

Phil's approach emphasized transparency and independence. Unlike scammers, he 
focused on teaching individuals how to navigate the Forex market autonomously 

without relying on someone else to manage their funds.
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Forex trading, also known as foreign exchange or currency trading, involves buying 
and selling currencies on the global market. It operates 24 hours a day, five days a 
week, making it the largest and most liquid financial market globally, with daily 

trading volumes exceeding trillions of dollars.

Participants, including banks, brokers, and individual traders, speculate on the value 
of one currency against another. The goal is to profit from fluctuations in exchange 
rates by analyzing economic indicators, political events, and market trends. While 
Forex trading offers significant profit potential, it also comes with risks, especially 

considering the highly leveraged nature of the market.

Consistent Profits through Automated Trading
Results

Why Forex?

Phil's results speak volumes about the effectiveness of his approach to Forex trading. 
The automated system he developed consistently delivers an average of 10% monthly 
profits. He shared his own experience of creating an automated Forex trading system 

that made steady and consistent profits and allowed him to achieve financial 
independence at the age of 40.
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Scenario 1:

When Peter from Burns Funding was introduced to the potential passive income 
stream presented by Phil at Automation Trading Mastery, he was blown away by the 

promising numbers. Phil demonstrated the viability of the investment through 
various scenarios, providing detailed financial projections.

To illustrate the potential returns, he provided examples based on different scenarios:

Phil showcased a robust 
opportunity with a 12% 
estimated return on a 
$300,000.00 loan. After 
deducting the management 
fee and loan payment.

Loan Amount: 
$300,000.00

Capital Invested: 
$150,000.00

Estimated Return: 
12%

Management Percentage: 
30%

Management Fee: 
$5,400.00

Burns Funding Profit: 
$12,600.00

Loan Payment: 
$9,000.00

Scenario 2:

In the second scenario, Phil 
presented a slightly 
conservative estimate of a 
9% return.

Capital Invested: 
$150,000.00

Estimated Return: 
9%

Management Percentage: 
30%

Management Fee: 
$4,050.00

Burns Funding Profit: 
$9,450.00

Loan Payment: 
$9,000.00
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Scenario 3:

In the third scenario, Phil demonstrated the feasibility of an 8.60% 
estimated return.

Loan Amount: 
$300,000.00

Capital Invested: 
$150,000.00

Estimated Return: 
8.60%

Management Percentage: 
30%

Management Fee: 
$3,870.00

Burns Funding Profit: 
$9,030.00

Loan Payment: 
$9,000.00
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After reviewing these scenarios, Peter recognized the solid financial opportunities 
presented by Phil's automated Forex trading system. The transparent and detailed 
nature of the projections left Peter with a clear understanding of this passive income 
stream's potential profitability and stability. It laid the foundation for a partnership 
between Burns Funding and Automation Trading Mastery, highlighting the potential 
benefits for both parties involved.

Phil's consistent profits and a transparent teaching approach make Automation 
Trading Mastery an attractive option for individuals seeking a reliable and sustainable 
passive income stream through Forex trading.
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